Flashing and Drainage
WHEN A DISCUSSION BEGINS REGARDING CAVITY WALL DRAINAGE, flashing or adhered veneer drainage, most of the time it begins with the saying, “Masonry leaks.” Well, yes, masonry does leak, but the systems in place to support the building envelope can prevent the water from entering the substrate, living space or surrounding building materials, thereby preventing any saturation that can lead to further problems.

There are many types of wall profiles today and many materials to choose from when discussing drainage. However, the wall that most of us construct is the cavity wall, which can be veneered with terra cotta; natural, cast or precast stone; brick; Concrete Masonry Units (CMU) or composite materials. There are also the popular adhered veneer walls, which typically are veneered with natural stone, cementous decorative stone or tile (see Fig. 1). With the two basic styles of construction come two different methods for drying and draining of the systems.

Fig. 1 – Manufactured stone veneer.
Adhered veneers currently fit a wide range of wall types — from stucco to thin brick, cultured stone or natural stone veneers. In some cases, an exterior insulation finishing system (EIFS) can be added as a system that can benefit from a drainage plane. Many of us have been in the industry long enough to have worked through the evolution of the adhered masonry veneers. Us old guys know the early struggles that have been improved upon. One of the newer changes in adhered masonry veneer walls is the addition of the drainage planes between the air barrier, or the weather resistant barrier and the scratch coat (Fig. 2). The drainage plane is addressed by ASTM International and The Masonry Veneer Manufacturers Association, which is under the umbrella of the National Concrete Masonry Association, with recommendations for installation and details. The drainage planes are simple to install and in some cases can eliminate the second layer of weather resistant barrier required by most current codes. The drainage plane offers a cavity wall feature (adding an air space between masonry veneer and structure) to the adhered veneer that allows drainage of moisture that has penetrated through the veneer; from here the water will drain down to a weep screed away from the structure.

Cavity wall construction became popular in the 1920s in Northwest Europe. However, in our lifetime it became more popular with the energy crisis in the early part of the 1970s. Due to the economic needs of wall construction, the need to conserve energy and the available insulating materials, the cavity walls we are now familiar with became the standard. The walls we are discussing tie the wythes (pronounced why-th-s) together with metal ties, a design that became popular and economical after header brick (which tied many walls together early on) became a thing of the past. In the seventies, many of the walls were still constructed of cinder block or clay tile backup and brick veneer. Copper fabric flashings, invented in 1935, were not widely used. The creation of air barriers had not yet come about, and damp proofing, used primarily below grade, was slowly becoming a product used above grade in the cavity between the wythes. Later, as envelope science advanced, the bituminous, non-elastic damp-proofing was added to the outside face of the substrate walls. Damp proofing reduced the moisture that entered the wall mainly during construction, but was somewhat effective throughout the life of the building.

In the late 1960s, copper flashings became widely recognized for their importance. In the 1970s they became mainstream and more popular, as the thin copper foil attached to a fabric with a solvent-based adhesive became the standard. This was a product used by many in the masonry industry, and it is still performing well to this day.

With flashings becoming more of a standard, detailing became important and new products entered the market. In the 1980s, air barriers became part of the National Building Code of Canada, and a section was created that addressed “Wind, Water and Vapor Protection.” Open head joints in brick veneer were filled with tubes and cotton ropes, and finished masonry was cleaned using “detergents,” as acid was on its way out. Even with all of the changes we have seen, the techniques for installing many of today’s products have stood the test of time and are still part of the craft.

Installing flashing is as important to a well-functioning veneer as full head joints or proper tooling. Flashings at the grade level should be installed above grade and below the finished floor. When a footing is used, this is typically not a problem to accomplish, but with the wide use of turned-down slabs, flashings often have to be placed on the finished floor. This is not desirable, but it is not necessarily a problem if you apply two beads of butyl sealant under the flashing to prevent moisture from travelling under the flashing to the living space. The butyl may not prevent excessive water events like flooding, excessive snow thaw or direct application of exterior sprinklers, but it will prevent a majority of moisture-related issues. When a flashing is stepped down to accommodate grade changes, there are several ways to accomplish this economically. A common method is to extend the flashing on the high side of the grade change 18 inches past the step down. A flashing placed typically two to six courses of brick lower or one to two courses of CMU lower would then begin at the base of the step down and continue following the footing, creating an overlap that would catch water and drain it effectively.

End dams (Fig. 3) should always be used at the termination of any flashing. The old-school thinking that the water will just flow past the flashing is not true. The overlap of the flashing at the termination of the flashing prevents water from travelling under flashing to the living space. The overlap provides a barrier to prevent the flow of water past the flashing. This is why the overlap is so important. When a flashing is stepped down to accommodate grade changes, there are several ways to accomplish this economically. A common method is to extend the flashing on the high side of the grade change 18 inches past the step down. A flashing placed typically two to six courses of brick lower or one to two courses of CMU lower would then begin at the base of the step down and continue following the footing, creating an overlap that would catch water and drain it effectively.
Installing flashing is as important to a well-functioning veneer as full head joints or proper tooling.

drip into the cavity and evaporate is a gamble that is not worth taking financially. The installation of an end dam, whether you purchase a pre-made piece or pull and tuck your flashing membrane, will cost the mason about $5 on each side of the flashing. Compare that to three times a mason’s hourly rate to fix the problem, plus overhead, plus profit. It’s three times the wages because (1) he loses the original installation, (2) he needs the time to fix the original installation, and (3) there is another job he could have done while fixing the original installation.

When installing end dams, it is important to first set the end dam directly on the brick shelf and against the substrate wall in a bed of sealant. Two beads are usually enough. The bond of the veneer (head joint location) must be considered prior to setting the end dams, as they typically extend within 1/4 inch of the face of the wall into the head joint.

Flashings can be installed from right to left or left to right. The latter is how I prefer to install them. Flashings begin at either an inside or outside corner and should be installed with the corner boot (Fig. 4) placed on top of the drip edge (if a drip edge is used); otherwise they should be installed on the corner first. Again, either purchase a pre-made component or field fabricate a boot; either way, it must extend to the top of the flashing, be installed above the drip edge and have complete perimeter sealant so when applied to the substrate, water cannot penetrate behind the boot. Once the components are installed, you are ready to install your flashing.

There are many types of membranes available for flashing installations today — far too many to discuss. However, the methods are similar and the process is generally the same. It is important to understand the product you are installing in advance of the installation. Rubberized asphalt is not much fun to install in high winds; unitized flashings (Fig. 5) are easier to install when a drip edge and a term bar are factory installed; and termination bar anchors do make a difference. When installing flashing, unless you are installing prefabricated panels, install the product in sections you can work with in the environment you are placed in. For instance, when working on a third-floor scaffold, shorter pieces of flashing around scaffolding are much easier to work with because they are less cumbersome, whereas longer pieces can easily be placed when installing flashing on grade. Flashing should always extend to the face of the masonry and up the substrate approximately 10 inches (depending on local codes). A bead of sealant should be placed parallel with the face of the wall about 3/4 inch in on the brick shelf to avoid moisture penetration below the flashing. When flashing is cut short of the face of the veneer, water can find its way into the cores of the brick veneer. Then, in the case of a masonry opening, that will lead to water damage on the inside jambs’ heads.

A termination bar has become the current standard for attaching flashings to the substrate. There are manufacturers that promote rubberized asphalt applied with a primer that does not require a term bar. But, why take chances on a chemical bond to hold the flashing in place when for a few dollars more a term bar will hold it mechanically in place for the rest of your career as well as your children’s careers?

Termination bars need to be attached snugly, but not so tightly that they create deflection in the termination bar. Termination bars should be attached at every metal or wood stud. Intermediate screws will not benefit you, as they can pop out over time and create a “fish mouth” that will cause leaks. When anchoring into a concrete or a CMU backup, a pilot hole must be drilled. Always check the recommended hole diameter, as it is critical to the proper application of your anchors. I personally recommend using a screw-type anchor to mount termination bars, as the self-drilling screws work with wood stud, metal stud and can work with the properly drilled pilot hole. They can also be loosened if placed too tightly.

Drive pins are commonly used around the country with success. However, if driven
too tight, the termination bar may become deflected and create opportunity for leaks. When I install a termination bar, I want to mount the product to the wall. I do not want to wear a tube of sealant on my hands, shirt and pants, so I recommend pre-drilling your anchor holes, threading the screws through the termination bar, then placing the sealant on the backside of the termination bar, not the substrate wall, and snug the termination bar into place. This will be a cleaner application with less waste. When you snug the termination bar into place, the excess sealant you put behind the bar will ooze up and provide you with the required material to slick at the top of the bar (Fig. 6). By slicking the excess material, it will allow any moisture that comes down the wall to bridge over the termination bar onto the flashing without using any additional material.

Depending on your geographical location, weeps can be a big part of the discussion. I have seen open head joints in brick work, cotton wicks (Fig. 7), plastic tubes, polyester mesh, plastic cell vents, and metal and plastic vented inserts. What is really important is to use weeps at least every 24 inches, and more under special conditions. I do not recommend cotton wicks or plastic tubes, as in many places the plastic tubes become clogged or they were never properly installed flat on the top surface of the flashing. Cotton wicks tend to deteriorate to black mush, which will not allow for drainage for a number of years. Weeps are available in colors that can closely match the mortar that your client selects; it makes a positive but subtle difference in a nice veneer. Weeps can also be installed at the top of the veneer, either at the soffit or the brick shelf on a multi-story building. The additional weeps allow the cavity of the veneer to exhibit the chimney effect, where the heat of the veneer draws the moisture in the cavity up and out of the uppermost weeps.

I have worked on many school projects where the CMU is installed at an earlier time than the exterior veneer, and in some cases masons prefer to install the flashings in between the courses of block. In cases where the flashing is to be exposed for several months, there are a few things that can happen. The construction process can inadvertently puncture the flashings, which can compromise the materials. When this happens, the contractor can usually place another piece of flashing under the damaged piece of flashing and attach it to the substrate using a termination bar directly under the bed joint where the original piece of flashing is installed, then attach the new piece of flashing just as he would with a standard lap on both sides. This keeps the integrity of the original flashing intact. It is recommended to seal the puncture so as not to allow moisture to form in an isolated pocket.

Application of spray foam to the exterior of the substrate is becoming more common in many parts of the country, and there seem to be a few schools of thought on this process. The spray foams have proprietary formulas with compatibility requirements. Flashings applied to spray foam must have a sealant and membrane approved by the foam manufacturer. This information is easy to obtain, and flashing and sealant products are readily available across the country. We frequently see flashing being applied prior to foam insulation because the foam contractor does not have to make another pass on the wall to seal over the termination bar.

Flashing materials on most projects are typically specified by the architect or designer. Contractor preference for products can be evaluated during the submittal process, where compatibility issues are typically addressed for the entire project. Most manufacturers work hand in hand to determine compatibility between each company’s products and will offer letters of support to the contractors or architects.

The rebirth of the industry after the economic slowdown of the past few years is still in its infancy, and we have to train personnel on tasks both old and new. Flashings have many new innovations in membranes, parts and pieces, and even unitized premade and precut flashings. But the bottom line is that, no matter what product you choose, the basic steps for installation remain industry standards. They are proven by the test of time, just like masonry itself.

Steven Fechino is engineering and construction manager with Mortar Net USA, makers of TotalFlash and BlokFlash. For more information, call 800-664-6638, or visit www.mortarnet.com.

Fig. 6 – Creating a proper seal at the top of a termination bar.

Fig. 7 – Cotton rope wick – not recommended.
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